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Abstract

The last couple of years machine learning has seen a renaissance, with
Artificial Neural Networks in particular rising to prominence. The
technology is being adopted by more and more businesses, with vary-
ing degrees of success. Klarna has already been experimenting with
machine learning to predict payment preferences, however currently a
hybrid between ad-hoc rules and a random forest model is being used
in production. This report aims to find out if a pure machine learning
algorithm can outperform a hybrid system for this purpose. To achieve
this, four methods were tested; Random Forest, Artificial Neural Net-
work, Support Vector Machine and Logistic Regression model. Three
of these models outperformed the model in production. Best of these
were the Artificial Neural Network which, with a cutoff threshold de-
signed to achieve the same precision, achieved 10 percentage points
higher recall. By combining the probabilities produced by an Artificial
Neural Network and a Random Forest, even better results could be
achieved. That method achieved 11.5 percentage points higher recall
than production results with the same precision. It could be shown
that the two methods had different strengths and were good at classi-
fying different examples.
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Sammanfattning

Explosionen av maskininlärning, och Artificiella Neurala Nätverk i
synnerhet, har resulterat i att tekniken appliceras på allt fler använd-
ningsområden. Klarna har redan experimenterat med maskininlärning
för att förutsäga betalmetoder, men för närvarande används en hybrid
av regler och en Random-Forest modell. Denna rapport ämnar att utre-
da om en ren maskininlärnings-metod kan överträffa den nuvarande
hybrid-metoden. För att göra detta testades fyra olika metoder, Ran-
dom Forest, Neurala Nätverk, Support Vector Machines och Logistic
Regression. Det visade sig att tre av dessa presterade bättre än model-
len i produktion. Bäst av alla metoder var Neurala Nätverk som var
10 procentenheter bättre än modellen i produktion i recall, med sam-
ma precision. Genom att kombinera sannolikheterna från en Random
Forest samt ett Neuralt Nätverk kunde ännu bättre resultat uppnås,
11.5 procentenheter bättre i recall än modellen i produktion till samma
precision.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Glossary

ANN
Artificial Neural Network: A computer system designed to perform tasks
or make decisions based on generalized patterns it has derived from
data. Further described in section 2.5.4.

SVM
SVM, short for Support Vector Machines is a machine learning algorithm
used to find the best decision surface for some n-dimensional classifi-
cation problem. Further described in section 2.5.3.

LR
LR, short for Logistic Regression is a linear machine learning algorithm
used to find the best weights for a set of predictors. Further described
in section 2.5.2.

RF
RF, short for Random Forest is an ensemble model that is built on com-
bining a number of decision trees. Further described in section 2.5.1.

Precision
Precision, is a term within statistics that measures how accurate a pre-
diction is. it is defined as CorrectPredictions

TotalPredictions
.

Recall

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Recall, is a term within statistics that measures how many percent of
relevant items are predicted. it is defined as CorrectPredictions

RelevantItems
.

Predictor
Predictor is a term for the variables that machine learning algorithms
use to make predictions.

Normalization
Normalization is a way to preprocess data. It rearranges all values to be
within the span of 0 and 1 while keeping the correct proportions of the
data.

Standardization
Standardization is another way to preprocess data. It makes the data
have a 0 mean and 1 in standard deviation.

One-hot-encoding
One-hot-encoding is a way of dealing with categorical predictors. Every
category is made into a set of predictors that either is true (1) or false
(0).

1.2 Problem Definition

Online retail has during the last couple of years seen ever increas-
ing popularity, with B2C sales estimated around 2.3 trillion USD in
2017[1], and expected to continue to grow another 21% in 2018. With
such a large market, the competition between the fintech companies
that handle online payments is fierce and innovative new features is
one way to get a competitive advantage. To accurately predict the
correct payment option for a certain customer results in a smoother
customer experience and thus constitutes a competitive edge.

The industry for machine learning, and deep learning in partic-
ular is currently booming. Machine learning patents grew at a 34%
Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) between 2013 and 2017, the
third-fastest growing category of all patents granted[2]. It is being ap-
plied to more and more areas with varying degrees of success. It is
already well established within the finance world when it comes to
risk models and fraud, but using it to predict payment preferences for
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end-customers is still something that has not been tried.

The aim of this thesis is to examine the viability of different ma-
chine learning algorithms for this task, and compare it to the previous
rule-based system for predicting payment methods.

1.3 Aim

The long term goal is to replace the current system with a system solely
based on machine learning algorithms with a higher accuracy of pre-
dicting the correct payment method.

1.4 Limitations

For the scope of this thesis I will focus on identifying customers who
are likely to use the "Payment method A" option with Klarna (Pay-
ment methods are referred to as "A", "B", "C" as per company request).
The reason for this is that the model and the rules in production are
focused primarily on finding customers who are likely to use "Pay-
ment method A", and therefore it will make for the fairest and clearest
comparison to the existing model. The models will thus be binary clas-
sifiers, either categorizing a customer as "Payment method A" or "Not
Payment Method A".



Chapter 2

Background & Relevant Theory

2.1 Extension of Klarna Patent

This thesis builds upon a 2017 klarna patent (US20170004469A1) called
“Method for using supervised model to configure user interface pre-
sentation”[3]. The patent describes a process of receiving information
corresponding to a prospective transaction by a user, and assigning a
score based upon that information to assign a specific interface for that
user. One example is to change the ordering of the payment methods
based upon that score. The score is today calculated by a combination
of machine learning algorithms and a rule based system. The infor-
mation first goes through a random forest algorithm and then a rule
based system to arrive at a final decision. The extension of this thesis
is to replace the ad-hoc rules and completely rely on a machine learn-
ing implementation for interface decision making. The goal is also to
explore further methods for machine learning than what is currently
in production.

2.2 Web page structure & user interface pre-
sentation

The evolution of web pages has been fast-paced, from static html pages
in the 90’s to today’s graphically responsive and interactive web pages.
The layout of a site has a significant effect on user behaviour, as exam-
ined by Adam Vrachopoulos paper “Web banking layout effects on
consumer behavioural intentions”[4]. In the paper he outlines three

4
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Figure 2.1: Explanation of how the datastream looks in production for
deciding which payment method to prefill[3].

different interfaces for a web banking service to examine what effect
they had on consumer behaviour. He found that there were major dif-
ferences in consumer behaviour between the three layouts. Another
study was conducted by Sangwon Lee and Richard J. Koubek in their
paper “The effects of usability and web design attributes on user pref-
erence for e-commerce web sites”[5]. In their paper they found the
pre-use usability of a site to be highly correlated with task-completion
time and that the hierarchical structure and layout was more impor-
tant than aesthetic aspects such as colour and typography.
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2.3 Using machine learning to predict user
behaviour

While the use of machine learning to predict user behaviour has been
employed by insurance companies for 20-30 years, it’s only in recent
years that the use cases have been introduced to more fields. It can
for example be used within finance to predict if a customer is capa-
ble of paying back loans, in advertisement to find customers that are
likely to buy a certain product, to identify malicious behaviour or theft
and much more. In a 2013 paper “Consumer Credit Risk: Individ-
ual probability estimates using machine learning”, Kruppa, Schwarz,
Arminger and Ziegler implement machine learning for assessing credit
risk for customers and compare the results to a rule-based-system based
on logistic regression[5]. They showed that a random forest implemen-
tation significantly outperformed the logistic regression approach.

An issue with financial machine learning algorithms are the strict
non-discrimination laws in place that prohibit, among other attributes,
gender, race and area of occupation to be used for decision making.
Even though you withhold that information from the algorithm it’s
possible that the algorithm infers and discriminates on attributes that
are not allowed. This happened as late as 2018, when Amazon tried
to build an algorithm to sort through relevant CV’s but since most en-
gineers were already male the algorithm thought that being male was
desirable trait for new recruits as well and ended up discriminating
against women. In the end they had to scrap the initiative[6]. As such
it’s a requirement to be able to document what the decision was based
on, which gives forests an advantage as it’s relatively trivial to analyze
how the algorithm arrives at a classification. However these regula-
tions don’t apply for algorithms that only affect the layout for different
customers, so these are considerations that don’t need to be taken into
account for this thesis.

In the paper “The application of data mining techniques in finan-
cial fraud detection: A classification Framework and an Academic Re-
view of Literature” (E.W.T Ngai, Yong Hu, Y.H Wong, Yijun Chen,
Xin Sun, 2010) the authors do an extensive literature study on which
machine learning algorithms have proven most effective at detecting
fraudulent behaviour[7]. According to the authors the main methods
used are logistic models, neural networks, the Bayesian belief net-
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work, and decision trees, all of which provide primary solutions to
the problems inherent in the detection and classification of fraudulent
data.

In a paper from 2016 (“A Machine Learning Approach to Twit-
ter User Classification”, Marco Pennacchiotti and Ana-Maria Popescu)
the authors use machine learning to classify users by political affilia-
tion using machine learning[8]. In the project they extracted features
from tweeting behaviour, profile features and linguistic content. With
a random forest model the authors were able to achieve a precision of
89.4% with a recall of 93.6%.

2.4 Evaluation of models

For the evaluation of the model I will look at the precision and recall
for each model. Precision measures the accuracy of the predictions,
and is defined as the number of correct predictions divided by the to-
tal number of predictions. Recall, the other side of the coin, measures
how many percent of the relevant items that are predicted. It is some-
times referred to as sensitivity. It is defined as the number of correct
predictions divided by the total number of relevant items.

Evaluating the results from a classifier is not always trivial, as each
model will have precision-result and recall-result and they are gener-
ally inversely correlated, meaning that high precision leads to lower
recall rates. Assuming that one model has higher precision but lower
recall than another model, the question is how to, in an unbiased way,
evaluate which model performed better?

One popular method for evaluation machine learning results is
called the F1-score:

F1 =

(
(recall−1 + precision−1)

2

)−1
(2.1)

It constitutes the harmonic mean between the precision and recall.
However there are a couple of issues with using F1-score for the pur-
pose of this thesis. The first comes from the fact that we are dealing
with an unbalanced dataset. Only around 5% of purchases are paid
with "Payment method A", so a model that simply guesses that all
purchases will be made with a non-A payment method will have a
very similar F1-score as the method that tries to identify the actual
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cases where a customer might want to pay with Payment method A.
A second issue is the fact that F1 score assumes that missclassifying
either class is associated with the same cost. In reality, this is often not
the case. In medical science for example, there is a large emphasis on
catching all true positives, even at the cost of precision. For Klarna, it
will depend on their strategic goals, but it is unlikely that the optimal
point for Klarna just happens to be same cost for both kinds of miss-
classifications. To address this point, we could use a modification to
the F1-score, the FB-score:

Fβ = (1 + β2) · precision · recall
(β2 · precision) + recall

(2.2)

In this evaluation method the B symbolizes the weight we put on
precision versus recall. A B-value over 1 means higher emphasis on
precision than recall and vice versa. However which value to assign to
B is going to be very arbitrary, and the results will completely depend
on which cut-off point I use for the models. Due to these inherent
issues I decided to evaluate with a precision-recall curve instead. It is
a graphical representation of the accuracy where precision and recall
for the minority class is plotted against different cut-off values for the
models. If precision and recall are higher for all cut-off points for a
certain model compared to another, we can conclude that that model
is strictly better. It will also give a good indicator to production results
depending on which cut-off point is chosen.

2.5 Machine learning algorithms to implement

In this thesis I have decided to implement and evaluate four different
machine learning algorithms. They should all have good potential for
success in this field. I will shortly explain each method below.

2.5.1 Logistic Regression

Logistic Regression is mainly used as a baseline to compare other ma-
chine learning methods against. It is closer to a statistical model than
a machine learning model. First developed in the 1950’s by statistician
David Cox ("The Regression Analysis of Binary Sequences (with dis-
cussion)", David Cox, 1958), Logistic Regression is today a widely used
method in, amongst others, machine learning, most medical fields,
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and social sciences[9]. For example, the Trauma and Injury Severity
Score (TRISS), which is widely used to predict mortality in injured pa-
tients, was originally developed by Boyd et al. using logistic regres-
sion ("Evaluating trauma care: The TRISS method. Trauma Score and
the Injury Severity Score", Boyd, C. R. Tolson, M. A. Copes, 1987)[10].
In another paper, author Berry Michael used logistic regression to pre-
dict a customer’s propensity to for example purchase a product or halt
a subscription in his 1997 paper “Data Mining Techniques For Market-
ing, Sales and Customer Support”[11].

Logistic regression works well for classifying when there are two
binary classes. At the core of logistic regression is this linear looking
formula:

I = B0 +B1X1 +B2X2 + ... (2.3)

WhereX1, X2 are our predictors andB0, B1, B2 are our weights, but
unlike linear regression where I would be the predicted variable, in
logistic regression I constitutes the log-odds of the predicted variable.
Thus the full formula for logistic regression becomes:

y =
eB0+B1X1+B2X2

1 + eB0+B1X1+B2X2
(2.4)

The model building then becomes the search for the best coeffi-
cients. This can for example be done using maximum likelihood or
gradient descent. A logistic regression model should be interesting for
this scenario, as the predictors are fairly independent from each other
and simply finding the best way to weigh them together should pro-
duce decent results.

2.5.2 Random Forests

Random forest is an ensemble method in which a classifier is con-
structed by combining several different independent base classifiers.
The method has existed since the 1990’s (“Random Decision Forests”,
Tim Kam Ho, 1995) and is today a very popular method for several
reasons, including generally achieving good results for classification,
working well with large datasets, handling missing data and outliers
well and easily visualizing what is happening during the classification
process[12]. In the paper “Random forest classifier combined with
feature selection for breast cancer diagnosis and prognostic” (Cuong
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Nguyen, Yong Wang and Ha Nam Nguyen, 2013) the authors used a
random forest classifier with feature selection to classify breast can-
cer from mammography images[13]. They used the fact that random
forests have a built in function to rank the importance of different
features to iteratively remove unimportant features and arrive at a
stronger classifier. With this method they were able to reach an im-
pressive accuracy of 99.8%.

Random forests are constructed by combining many different deci-
sion trees. Each tree makes a split at each node according to a certain
formula, for example gini impurity or entropy. The most common de-
cision tree, CART trees (Classification And Regression Trees), use the
gini impurity to calculate the best split. Gini impurity is a measure of
how often a randomly chosen element from the set would be incor-
rectly labeled if it was randomly labeled according to the distribution
of labels in the subset. The Gini impurity can be computed by sum-
ming the probability pi of an item with label i being chosen times the
probability

∑
k 6=i pk = 1 − pi of a mistake in categorizing that item. It

reaches its minimum (zero) when all cases in the node fall into a single
target category. The formula to calculate the gini impurity is:

G = 1−
J∑
i=1

p2i (2.5)

Where J is the number of target classes.To prevent every tree from
finding the same splits and thus subsequently growing into copies of
each other, there is a random element in random forest. At each node
a random subset of all features are selected for that node. It then se-
lects the split that minimizes the gini impurity among those features.
Another random element in random forests is that each decision tree
only gets a randomized subset of the entire dataset. Therefore each
tree becomes unique and this helps to prevent overfitting.

2.5.3 Support Vector Machines

Another popular method for classification is Support vector machines.
First invented by Vladimir N. Vapnik and Alexey Ya. Chervonenkis
in 1963, the method was further developed to incorporate non-linear
classifiers by applying kernels in 1995 by Corinna Cortes and Vladimir
Vapnik[14]. Support vector machines have a number of advantages,
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including being deterministic, robust to outliers, having no local min-
imas, few parameters to tune and the inherit modular design[15].

Support vector machines work by finding the hyperplane that max-
imizes the margin between the two classes. The number of points con-
tributing to the calculation of the margin is defined by a hyperparam-
eter, gamma. The hyperplane is thus the decision boundary for classi-
fication where all points on one side of the hyperplane is classified as
the positive class and vice versa.

Figure 2.2: H1 does not separate the classes. H2 does, but only by a
small margin. H3 separates them with the maximal margin. (Source:
Zack Weinberg, 2012 [16].

However in reality it’s often the case that the two classes are not
linearly separable, see figure 2.3. That is where kernel functions are
useful, as they transform the feature space into a higher dimension. So
while the input space might not be linearly separable, it’s possible that
it’s linearly separable in a higher dimension space.

There are several different kernels to choose from, including poly-
nomial, sigmoid, linear and radial basis functions. The most popular
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Figure 2.3: While the input space is not linearly separable, a higher di-
mensional feature space might be. (Source: “Support Vector Machines
and Kernel Algorithms”, B. Schölkopf and A.J. Smola, 2002[15].

kernel choice for support vector machines is the radial basis kernel:

K(x, x′) = e(−γ||x−x
′||2) (2.6)

Gamma is a hyperparameter and x and x′ are sample points from
our distribution.

Support vector machines have been successfully utilized on many
types of classification problems, including credit scoring. In a 2009 pa-
per “Mining the customer credit using hybrid support vector machine
technique” (Weimin Chen, Chaoqun Ma and Lin Ma) the authors used
CART (Classification And Regression Trees) and MARS (Multivariate
Adaptive Regression Spines) to select the best features for an SVM on
credit data from a bank in China with very strong classification re-
sults[17]. It has also been applied for detecting breast cancer from
mammograms, achieving a sensitivity of 88.75% [18]. Although this
is significantly worse than the results achieved by the 2013 paper de-
scribed earlier that implemented a random forest approach for breast
cancer classification[13], this paper looked at classification at an earlier
stage in development.

2.5.4 Artificial Neural Networks

Neural network have really risen to prominence during the last cou-
ple of years despite being developed as early as the 1940’s and 1950’s
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[19][20]. The renaissance of artificial neural networks have been fu-
eled mainly by the increase in computation power of modern comput-
ers, the increase in larger datasets, as well as some key optimizations
to avoid certain issues such as local minima and vanishing gradients.
The method has made headlines in recent years for its implementation
in self-driving cars and beating the world champion at GO, a game
that previously was thought to be too complex for computers for many
years to come [21]. Artificial neural networks are nonlinear models,
which makes them flexible in modeling real world complex relation-
ships[22]. This, combined with the fact that neural networks work
very well with large datasets and the huge popularity of the method,
makes neural networks an interesting method to try for this thesis.

Figure 2.4: An artificial neural network. (Source: Wikipedia user Cbur-
nett, 2006[23]).

Artificial neural networks can be thought of as vaguely resembling
the human brain in the sense that it’s built on neurons with connec-
tions to each other, that either get stronger or weaker as the network
learns certain patterns. The non-linearity aspect of the model comes
from the activation function that is applied on each node. There are
many different choices for activation functions and no clear answer
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as to which is best for a given task. Two commonly used activation
functions are sigmoid and ReLu functions:

Sigmoid : S(x) =
1

1 + e−x
(2.7)

ReLu : f(x) = max(0, x) (2.8)

The actual process of updating the connections between the neu-
rons is done via backpropagation. It was developed in the 1970s but
wasn’t fully appreciated until a 1986 paper by David Rumelhart, Ge-
offrey Hinton, and Ronald Williams[24] was published. The idea is
to calculate the derivatives dC

dW
and dC

dB
, ie. how the cost function is af-

fected by the weights and biases, and then propagate these results back
throughout the network. The cost function derivative with regards to
the weights and biases is called the gradient of the network (see figure
4.1). By moving one step in the direction where the gradient is nega-
tive and using the chain rule to update all the weights and biases in the
network we decrease the cost, and by iteratively doing these steps we
eventually find the minimum or the network. There is however a com-
mon issue within artificial neural networks where the update process
instead gets stuck in a local minimum instead of the global minimum.
While this problem still exists, methods have been developed to try
and combat this issue, for example adding momentum to the update
step.

Figure 2.5: What a gradient surface for a neural network might look
like. (Source: Joris Gillis, 2006[25]).



Chapter 3

Methodology

This chapter describes the data used for the models, which preprocess-
ing was employed and how the models were tuned.

3.1 Data

The data is extracted from the risk department of Klarna between the
month of November 2017 and October 2018. The dataset consists of
1.58 million samples, uniformly distributed between the months to
avoid any seasonality effects.

amount no_payment_1 no_payment_2 ... age payment_method
799 3 8 ... 25 invoice
449 6 0 ... 38 credit_card

Table 3.1: Example of how the data might look - in reality the number
of predictors is 55.

Since the primary use of the data is for risk assessment, not ma-
chine learning for payment preference, many predictors will not rele-
vant for this thesis. To exclude unimportant factors, I looked at the
connection between the predictor and the target variable (payment
method). In the cases where the predictor and the target variable was
uncorrelated, the predictor was removed (see table 4.3). I set the cutoff
for the correlation to |0.05|.

The dataset also contains a lot of missing values, either by random
or systematically. For example, if a customer has never chosen a credit

15
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variable correlation
variable_1 0.554
variable_2 0.506
variable_3 0.491
variable_4 0.481
variable_5 0.354
variable_6 0.348
variable_7 0.316

Table 3.2: The dataset contains variables that are both correlated and
inversely correlated with the payment method chosen - only variables
with a correlation close to zero to the target variables were removed.

option Klarna has subsequently never done a credit check for that cus-
tomer, which means some variables will be missing. In that case the
missing value indicates that the customer is unlikely to choose a credit
payment option. In other cases the data is missing at complete ran-
dom. In general missing values have been assigned a negative value
of -1.

3.2 Model

Four different models were investigated, logistic regression, support
vector machines, random forest and a neural network. They all had
different preprocessing, and a grid search was performed to find the
best hyperparameters for each model. The best two models were then
combined into an ensemble model and evaluated against the other
models. 80% of the dataset was used for training and 20% for testing.
The models were implemented with Sklearn in Python 3.

One of the main issues with this classification task is the unbal-
anced classes, where the minority class constitutes only around 5% of
the total dataset. This means a model can guess that any purchase will
have the payment method of "not Payment Method A", and have an
accuracy of 95%. To remedy this I experimented both with down sam-
pling and up sampling. The results, however, were not uplifting. In-
stead a method called class_weight was used, that increases the cost of
missclassifying the minority class by some user decided scalar. How-
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ever, Sklearn does not offer this option for neural networks.

3.2.1 Logistic regression

Logistic regression was mostly used as a baseline to compare the other
models to.

Preprocessing

The preprocessing used for logistic regression consisted of several steps,
grouping up variables with covariance, dealing with missing values,
handling categorical values and normalizing the data. For example,
if the last purchase was done via "Payment Method B" or "Payment
Method C", they both had a negative correlation with the likelihood of
choosing "Payment Method A" as a payment method and were thus
grouped into one category.

Categorical variables, such as for example which kind of estore cat-
egory the store belongs to was first encoded via a naive one-hot encod-
ing. However this introduces too much noise as there are too many
different categories, where the sample size for some categories would
be very low. Instead I looked at the correlation between certain estore
categories and the target variable, and grouped them into three differ-
ent groups based on the correlation. The data was then normalized
between 0 and 1.

Hyperparameters

A grid search was performed to optimize the Cost (C), Class Weights
(class_weight) and tolerance (tol). A grid search gave the optimal hy-
perparameters, C = 10, Class Weight = 0 : 1, 1 : 3 and tol = 0.0001.
The solver was liblinear. 20 predictors were used in the final version.

3.2.2 Support Vector Machine

Support Vector Machines increases in computation power exponen-
tially with the size of the dataset. Since the model tries to find the opti-
mal hyperplane to create a decision surface for classification, it checks
the distance of all points close to the decision surface for its calcula-
tion. Even down sampling the dataset from 1.58 million samples to
100k the calculations would still take well over an hour. Nevertheless
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it seems the marginal value of additional samples was not that signif-
icant, with results very similar in trials with samples above 100k, so
hyperparameter tuning was done with a sample size of 100k.

Preprocessing

The preprocessing for the support vector machine was similar to pre-
processing for logistic regression, grouping up similar payment meth-
ods, grouping up estore categories with similar attributes and setting
missing values to -1. However the input data was standardized (0
mean with a standard deviation of 1) instead of normalized as this
gave better results.

Hyperparameters

I optimized three different hyperparameters with a grid search; the
kernel, cost (C), and Class Weight (class_weight). For kernel I tried
four different ones, an RBF (Radial Basis Function), a Sigmoid, a poly-
nomial and a linear kernel. RBF consistently outperformed the other
kernels, regardless of the input preprocessing or the sample size. The
penalty cost was found to be optimal at 1.0 and for class weight I used
0 : 1, 1 : 2. The SVM used 30 predictors.

3.2.3 Random Forest

Random Forests are popular as they generally achieve strong results
for most tasks, while being relatively easy to implement and visualize.

Preprocessing

Interestingly enough Random Forests needed less preprocessing than
SVM’s and Logistic Regression. Results became worse when I grouped
up similar stats such as "Number of Payment Method B 6 last month"
and "Number of Payment Method C 6 last month". Likely there are
small differences between them that a random forest model is able to
pick up on without being too influenced by the noise that it brings.
Estore category was still grouped up into three different levels de-
pending on how they correlate with the propensity to choose "Pay-
ment Method A" as the payment method. Missing values was set to
-1, and no normalization or standardization was employed as it is not
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something that is needed for random forest models. The random for-
est implementation uses 53 predictors.

Hyperparameters

Three different hyperparameters were optimized for the Random For-
est model; number of trees, the class weights and maximum number
of features to be considered at each split. A grid search found that 200
trees, a class weight of 0 : 1, 1 : 1 (ie. not weighting at all) and maxi-
mum features considered at each split being equal to the square root
of the total number of features gave the best results.

3.2.4 Artificial Neural Networks

While the dataset is quite large (1.58 million samples) and this gen-
erally favors deep learning solutions, the problem is also potentially
linearly solvable as each predictor is rather independent from each
other. This should favor other models than neural networks as they
generally perform best on hard very non-linear problems.

Preprocessing

Similar to Random Forests, ANN’s needed less preprocessing than
SVM’s or Logistic Regression. Last selected payment method was en-
coded via 1-hot encoding, but the number of groups was diminished
via grouping of similar methods. Estore category was also handled in
the same way, grouping them into levels depending on the correlation
with the target variable "Payment Method A". Missing values were set
to -1 and standardization of the predictors was applied. The artificial
neural network uses 53 predictors.

Hyperparameters

Five different hyperparameters were optimized when building the ANN
model; the number of layers, the number of neurons in each layer, the
activation function, the stopping criterion and the penalty cost (alpha).
Through a grid search the best values was found to be a three layered
network with 26 neurons in each layer. Activation function was de-
cided to be a ReLu function, the tolerance (describing how much the
performance needs to improve on the validation set between two runs
before early stopping) was set to 0.00001 and alpha to 0.00008.
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Results

The following chapter is dedicated to presenting the results obtained
from the four different models; the Logistic Regression, SVM, Random
Forest and ANN, as well as comparing the results to the system in
production. The results in production are currently at 73% precision
and 49% recall for the minority class.

4.1 Evaluation metrics

The evaluation will be based on Precision-Recall curves for the minor-
ity class. The reasons for this choice and the problems with traditional
measures such as the F1 or FB score are covered in section 2.4, and a
further discussion in section 5.3. A precision-recall curve describes the
trade-off between precision and recall for all possible cut-off points.
The optimal area of a precision-recall curve is the top right quarter,
where both precision and recall are high.

4.2 Overall Results

Since the results in production are only for one cutoff value, I will com-
pare only at the points where precision is the same as for the produc-
tion results.

20
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Figure 4.1: Overall results for all methods tried

Production Random Forest LR SVM ANN
Precision 73% 73% 73% 73% 73%
Recall 52% 61% 45.6% 55% 62%
Advantage +-0% +9% -6.4% +3% +10%

Table 4.1: Advantage in recall for the different model when precision
is equal to production results.
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Three of the models outperformed the model in production, Ran-
dom Forest, SVM and ANN. Of these, the neural network performed
the strongest, with a recall of 10 percentage points above the produc-
tion model. The only model to underperform the production model
was the logistic regression model, which had a 6.4% lower recall for
the same precision.

4.2.1 Logistic Regression

Logistic Regression was mostly used as a baseline, and no combina-
tion of feature selection and hyperparameter could come close to the
results in production. As such this method was not explored as deeply
as the other models. The biggest advantage of logistic regression was
the short training time (only around 15 seconds) and the ease of inter-
pretability of the model.

Parameter
Cost 100
Predictors 20
Solver Linear
Class weight None
Tolerance 0.0001
Max iterations 100
Preprocessing Normalize
Multi-class ovr
fit-intercept True
Training-time 9.3s

Table 4.2: Hyperparameters and results for the Logistic Regression
model.
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4.2.2 Support Vector Machines

Three different hyperparameters were optimized with the SVM, the
cost, the class weight and if normalization or standardization would
be best. A note however, due to the very long computation time for
SVM’s, the grid search was performed with 100k samples each, instead
of the full dataset of 1.58 million samples. Nevertheless as previously
mentioned, I could not notice any significant changes in behaviour of
the model past around 10k samples, so the grid search should be fairly
reliable.

Parameter
Cost 1
Predictors 30
kernel rbf
Class weight 0:1,1:2
Preprocessing Standardize
Sample 100k
Training-time 1h24m

Table 4.3: Hyperparameters and results for the SVM model.

The grid search for the cost was performed between 0.1 and 10. Re-
sults can be seen in figure 4.2. it is hard to see any significant changes
between the different cost values, although I ended up choosing a cost
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of 1.

Figure 4.2: Precision-recall curve for different values of C.

The class weight was examined between 1 and 10. While results
were not absolutely clear cut, a class weight factor of 2-3 seems to pro-
duce the strongest results. See figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Precision-recall curve for different values of class weight.

The final thing to examine is the effect of normalization versus stan-
dardization of the data for the SVM, see figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Standardization vs Normalization for the SVM.

4.2.3 Random Forests

For the random forest model four different hyperparameters were op-
timized, number of trees, the class weight, max features to be consid-
ered at each split and which criterion to split on. These were the end
results and best hyperparameters.
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Parameter
No. of trees 300
Predictors 53
max features sqrt
Class weight None
Preprocessing None
criterion entropy
Sample 1.58m
Training-time 1h35m

Table 4.4: Hyperparameters and results for the Random Forest model.

Since each tree is overfitted to the training data, more trees should
strictly reduce the bias and produce more robust, accurate results. How-
ever there is a cutoff as more trees also increase the training time and
improvements are diminishing. The effects of different numbers of
trees can be seen in figure 4.5. As we can see the returns are quickly
diminishing, with the number of trees changing from 100 to 200 barely
affecting results at all.
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Figure 4.5: Precision-recall curve for different number of trees.

For the number of features, different combinations were tried. Ei-
ther through hard-coding in how many features to look at, or using
the built in functions of using either the square root or the log2n of the
total number of predictors. Through a grid search it was determined
that looking at 8 predictors at each split gave the best results, and this
was then matched against using the built in functions. The results of
this can be seen in fig 4.6. As we can see, the difference between the
different approaches is negligible.
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Figure 4.6: Precision-recall curve for different numbers of features to
consider at each split.

With regards to which criterion to split on, the two different choices
are entropy and gini importance:

Gini(E) = 1−
c∑
j=1

p2j (4.1)

Entropy(E) = −
c∑
j=1

pj log2 pj (4.2)
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They are in fact very similar and produce very similar results as
can be seen by fig 4.7 below.

Figure 4.7: Precision-Recall for entropy vs gini.

4.2.4 Artificial Neural Network

For the ANN-model, 4 different hyperparameters were investigated,
the number of layers in the network, the number of neurons in each
layer, which tolerance we should have in our stopping criterion and
the cost. These were the end results and best hyperparameters.
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Parameter
activation relu
Layers 3
Nodes/Layer 26
tol 0.00001
Preprocessing Standardization
solver adam
alpha 0.00008
sample-size 1.58m
predictors 53
Training-time 252s

Table 4.5: Hyperparameters and results for the Neural Network
model.

As for the number of neurons in each layer, a test was conducted
with between 10-100 neurons in each layer. Since the number of neu-
rons in each layer also has a connection to how many layers are used,
the test was conducted with between 2 to 8 layers. The results were
very similar regardless of how many layers were used. As can be seen
by the graph below, having 50 or more neurons per layer seems to di-
rectly influence the results in a negative way. A smaller grid search
between 20-30 neurons was conducted before settling on 26 neurons
in each layer.
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Figure 4.8: The effect of different number of neurons in each layer.

The cost function, represented by α, was examined via a grid search
between 10−5 and 10−2. Although effects of changing α did not have
a large impact, it was deemed that an α-value of around 10−4 did pro-
duce the best results. Via a smaller grid search I converged on an α-
value of 8 · 10−5.
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Figure 4.9: The effect of different values of alpha.

Tolerance means how much the network needs to improve on the
validation set between two runs. A too low value means that the net-
work will continue training too far and overfit whereas a too large
value means that the network still has unrealized potential. A grid
search was conducted between the values of 10−5 and 10−2 where it
was decided that a tolerance of 10−5 gave the best results. However a
lower tolerance significantly increases the training time.
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Figure 4.10: The effect of different values of tol.

4.3 Creating an ensemble model

Since both the neural network-model and the random forest-model
produced very good and similar results, the question is, how similar
are these models? Do they classify most examples in the same way? If
they are not similar, is there any way to build a stronger model com-
bining these two aforementioned models?
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Figure 4.11: All customers choosing "Payment method A" as payment
method.

Combining a Neural Network with a Random Forest

In figure 4.11 we can see everyone who chose "Payment Method A"
as a payment method. For this particular cutoff-point (0.5) 54% of all
transactions were found by both models. An additional 5.8% was only
found by the neural network, and a further 2.7% was only found by
the random forest. While a naive approach might be to classify a cus-
tomer as "Payment Method A" if either the random forest or the neural
networks classifies the transaction as "Payment Method A", this will
undoubtedly lead to more false positives. Another naive idea would
be to simply take the average of the likelihood that each model pro-
duces and use that for classifying instead. The results of this approach
can be seen below in figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.12: A neural network, a random forest and an average of both
likelihoods.

The ensemble model does have a significant positive impact on the
accuracy of the models as can be seen in the table 4.6.

Production Random Forest ANN Combination
Precision 73% 73% 73% 73%
Recall 52% 61% 62% 63.5%
Advantage +-0% +9% +10% +11.5%

Table 4.6: Advantage in recall for the different model when precision
is equal to production results.
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To make sure they are actually benefiting from being different meth-
ods, instead of benefiting from reducing the bias by simply adding an-
other model, a test was constructed where the likelihood of two neural
networks were averaged and vice versa for two random forest mod-
els. The results can be seen below in figure 4.13. It seems combining
two instances of the same model does not improve the results whereas
combining two different models do improve results.

Figure 4.13: Advantage in recall for the different model when precision
is equal to production results.

Using an ensemble model

Perhaps the results can be improved upon, by using a model to weigh
the likelihoods together instead of taking the average likelihood pro-
duced by the two models? Logistic Regression could be interesting to
try in order to find the optimal way to weigh together the likelihood
produced by the neural network and the likelihood produced by the
random forest. For instance, the neural network is slightly stronger
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than the random forest so perhaps that should have a higher weight.
The results of this experiment can be seen in figure 4.14.

Figure 4.14: A neural network, a random forest, an average of both
likelihoods and a logistic regression ensemble model.

The results of using logistic regression is virtually identical to sim-
ply taking the average of the model’s likelihoods. Other methods were
subsequently tried to see if they could improve results better than lo-
gistic regression. Results can be seen in figure 4.15. While some meth-
ods performed considerably worse than the naive average-likelihood
method, none performed significantly better.
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Figure 4.15: A neural network, a random forest and a myriad of ways
to weigh their likelihoods together.

Examination of differences between RF-model and ANN-model

By examining examples where the scores differ between the neural
network-model and the random forest-model the aspiration is to find
out why they differ and with this information build a stronger way
to weigh these models together. Below is a table that only includes ex-
amples where the likelihood between the random forest and the neural
network differ by at least 30 percentage points.
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Truth Score ANN Score RF No. Payment method A (last 3 month)
1 0.951 0.635 85
1 0.944 0.605 78
0 0.888 0.54 72
1 0.691 0.385 72
1 0.969 0.625 70
1 0.899 0.485 66
1 0.822 0.51 64
1 0.885 0.495 63
0 0.916 0.535 61
1 0.925 0.535 58

This table is ordered by the number of transactions with payment
method A conducted in the last 3 months, which is the strongest pre-
dictor of our target variable. The ANN-model has a higher score (like-
lihood) assigned to every example shown in the table. It would there-
fore seem that the ANN-model values the number of transactions with
payment method A highly, and especially when the number becomes
very high. In contrast, I have ordered on the largest amounts below,
which is a much weaker predictor. In this case, the ANN-model gives
a higher score in 6 out of 10 examples. So it seems that the ANN-model
does not give as high scores even for high values when the predictor
itself is weaker.

Truth Score ANN Score RF Amount
0 0.06 0.505 34 000
1 0.09 0.495 30 000
1 0.63 0.29 29 000
0 0.65 0.34 27 000
1 0.82 0.525 26 000
1 0.88 0.435 23 000
1 0.78 0.44 22 000
0 0.68 0.345 21 000
1 0.12 0.535 20 000
1 0.12 0.55 18 000
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Creating an expanded ensemble model

Since there seems to be a correlation between the scores and the top predictors,
it would be interesting to see if a model could outperform the other ensemble
models by having access to the scores as well as the top predictors. The goal
would be that a new model will learn that the ANN-model perhaps over inflates
the scores when certain predictors have large values, and will thus weigh the
scores differently. The result of this model can be seen below in figure 4.16.
The model included the top two continuous predictors as well as the likelihood
produced from the ANN-model and the RF-model. As can be seen, this new
form of ensemble model does not outperform the naive version of simply taking
the average of the likelihood from the ANN-model and the RF-model.

Figure 4.16: An ANN-model trained on the probability scores and most impor-
tant predictors basically mimic the method of taking the average probability.
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Discussion

5.1 Comparison of RF-model and ANN-model

Even though the overall results of the ANN-model and the RF-model
are very similar, they do have some differences in how they classify.
This can, for example, be seen by fig 4.11. As touched upon in section
4.3, it seems as though the neural networks values important predic-
tors highly, especially the very high values of these predictors, com-
pared to a random forest. One likely explanation for this is that the
random forest builds rules that split a node into two new nodes de-
pending on if a certain predictor is over or under a certain value. Thus
it wouldn’t matter if the predictor is barely over the splitting criterion
or if it is 10x higher. However the same predictor can be used sev-
eral times in a tree, and it likely will be if it is an important predictor.
For example the number of times a customer has paid with a certain
payment option the last 6 months might first be split on over/under
5 to get two major subgroups, and the subgroups themselves might
then split on the predictor being over/under 20, to get more accurate
subgroups. Still, for the highest values of a particular predictor, it is
unlikely that there would be any specific rules that affect this group.
Due to this we would expect the likelihood to be "maxed out" after a
certain point with a random forest. In figure 5.1 is a graph that illus-
trates this point. All predictors are held equal except for the number of
transactions with payment method A the last 6 months that is varied
between 0 and 100. To avoid random fluctuations the graph represents
the average likelihood of 10 different transactions.

42
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Figure 5.1: Average likelihood of payment method A for 10 different
examples.

According to the graph, it seems as though the random forest maxes
out its likelihood after around 20 transactions. This makes sense, as it
is fairly uncommon to make over 20 transactions with this particular
payment method during a 6 month period, and thus it is unlikely that
many trees will have special rules above that number. Conversely, a
neural network is not "limited" by the fact that high numbers for this
predictor is uncommon, since it has weights associated with the pre-
dictor. That means the ANN-model is able to increase the likelihood
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continuously as the number increases. This difference between the two
models may be preferable, or it might not, it depends. From the graph
it can for example be seen that the likelihood of payment method A
increases by 20 percentage points depending on the customer having
made 40 or 60 transactions with payment method A the last 6 months.
If that is a good model for the underlying true probability is debatable.
Human behaviour is fickle and it is certainly possible that the marginal
likelihood increase by another payment method A is not as high as the
ANN-model expects, and once you are past a certain point, other pre-
dictors are more important. It is however important to keep in mind
while building a random forest or a neural network, that outliers will
continue to have a bigger effect in a neural network than a random
forest. This might for example be significant while modeling human
behaviour that is always more complex than any model could hope to
achieve.

5.2 Effects of changing one predictor

While the average probability of increasing one predictor while keep-
ing the other constant as shown in graph 5.1 matches what one would
expect, the individual examples vary considerably. In the graph be-
low, 5 individual transactions are shown where all predictors are kept
the same except one. The blue lines are the probabilities produced by
the random forest model and the green lines are produced by our neu-
ral network.
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Figure 5.2: Individual likelihood of payment method A for 5 different
examples.

While the random forest basically acts the way one might expect,
rising with the number of transactions with payment method A, the
neural network certainly does not. While it on average increases as
we increase the predictor, individual examples are spread, even going
down significantly in likelihood before increasing again. Further in-
vestigation would be required to understand exactly why this occurs,
but a hypothesis might be that the neural network has found some
negative correlations between the predictor that is being changed to
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other predictors. For example, two predictors might be how many
times the person has paid with payment method A the last 6 months,
and how many times the person has paid with payment A in the last 3
months. The neural network might have realized that if 90% of trans-
actions with payment method A were in the last 6 months and only
10% were in the last 3 months, that makes it less likely that the person
will choose payment method A today. This would explain why the
probability actually goes down as you increase the number of times
the customer has paid with payment method A in the last 6 months.
Another, perhaps less interesting, theory would be that the network
is simply slightly overtrained or defect and that gives rise to random
fluctuations that are being cancelled out as we increase the sample size
(as can be seen by graph 5.2).

5.3 Using F1-scores and FB-scores for eval-
uation

The problems with evaluating with an F1 score, which is the conven-
tional way to evaluate a classification model, are several. Firstly the
F1 score assumes a cutoff point of 0.5, corresponding to a 50% like-
lihood. On the surface this makes sense, whichever method above
50% is the most likely method. However, it is not for certain that the
precision-recall cutoff is optimized at 0.5. For example in this thesis,
at that cutoff-point I generally see much higher precision than recall.
It might instead be preferable to choose a lower cutoff-point where
we can expect a higher recall but slightly lower precision, where they
are more in line with each other. Secondly, the likelihood that’s pro-
duced by Random Forests and SVM’s are in fact not probabilities at
all. For Random Forests the "likelihood" is simply the number of trees
that voted that a certain transaction should be classified as "Payment
method A", divided by the total number of trees. The fact that 50% of
trees voted that a certain purchase should be "Payment method A" is
not the same thing as the model giving a 50% likelihood of "Payment
method A". For an SVM the probabilities are calibrated using Platt
scaling: logistic regression on the SVM’s scores, fit by an additional
cross-validation on the training data. Needless to say, this method has
some issues, and there are even cases where probabilities produced
by the SVM do not at all match the hyperplane that the model pro-
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duces, i.e. points that are located on one side of the hyperplane has
a probably >50% of belonging to the other class. A second issue is
that F1-scores introduce unnecessary variance in the results. Assume
that a model gives a certain transaction a 49% chance of belonging to
"Payment method A", where another model has given the same trans-
action a 51% chance of belonging to "Payment method A". In the case
of F1-scores, the first model would classify the transaction as 0 ("Not
payment method A"), and the other 1 ("Payment method A"), and only
one of them would be correct even though the real likelihood might be
very close to what the model is predicting. As such one model would
look unreasonably good according to the F1-score, where a Precision-
Recall would explain the truth in a more honest way. This might not
be a huge problem in this case since the sample size is so large, al-
though the fact that the dataset is very unbalanced with regards to the
minority class certainly does not help. The third issue also relates to
the problem of imbalanced classes; almost all models will have 98-99%
precision and 96-97% recall on the majority class, which means that the
overall F1-score will be very dominated by the results on the majority
class. In order to see any actual difference in overall score one has
to look at many decimals in the score, which raises variance issues.
By using precision-recall curves instead we check the results at every
probability cutoff and see what the results are like at that specific point.
This helps reduce variance due to not having an arbitrary set cut-off
point and might give us interesting insights such as, one model per-
haps being very good at high thresholds having a high precision with
a reasonable recall rate, whereas another model might perform well
finding all examples of the minority class at a lower threshold, with a
reasonable precision.

5.4 Likelihood function of a random forest

It seems hard to outperform simply taking an average of the scores
produced by the two best models. This indicates two things, one that
the models are good at different things, and as such a combination
outperforms both models individually. Secondly it indicates that both
the Random Forest model and the Neural Network-model gives good
indication of probabilities. For the ANN-model this is hardly sur-
prising, since each terminal node gets a signal from the network and
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the strength of the signal is corresponding to how likely the network
thinks the payment method is. We then use a softmax function to re-
cieve a likelihood. However, it is not obvious how the random forest
model is able to create likelihoods so well. A random forest does not
have the built in capabilities to compute likelihoods, each tree simply
assigns whichever class it thinks is most likely. The likelihoods pro-
duced are then simply the number of trees that voted for a particular
class divided by the total number of trees.

For example, if one tree votes "yes" and one tree votes "no", this
would create the probability of the class of 50%. However one tree
could have thought it was a 45% chance of the class being "yes", and
thus classified it as "no", whereas the other tree was 95% sure of the
class being "yes" and thus classified as "yes". Of course no tree knows
how sure it is in its prediction since this information is not stored in a
random fores. Nevertheless certain splits in the tree will undoubtedly
contain more information. Knowing that one tree is more certain than
the other we would of course not conclude that the true probability is
50/50 between the classes, which was indicated. The strength of the
conviction is transmitted in many other models, including our ANN
model, but it is not in a random forest. It does not seem obvious why
the proportion of trees that vote for a class mimics the likelihood so
well. One could of course argue that the law of big numbers solves
the problem since on average each side should converge to the same
conviction of its predictions. It does seem like there would be some
examples where this is false though. Lets imagine a classifier that tries
to predict if a customer will pay a certain transaction with "Payment
Method A". One tree might be reasonable sure that the customer will
pay with "Payment Method A", the amount is high, it is a product that
is often paid with that payment method and other indicators of pay-
ment method A being likely. However the other tree happens to get
another set of predictors to split on and learns that the customer does
not even have "Payment method A" available to them. This tree will
then be 100% certain that the customer is not going to pay with Pay-
ment Method A, and this unbalance in certainty in its predictions is not
captured by the model as a whole. Conversely, learning that the cus-
tomer has payment method A available to them does not necessarily
indicate that the customer wants to pay with this payment method this
particular time. In this example only one class ("not payment method
A"), will have convictions that are very certain, and this should lead
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to simply counting the proportion of trees that vote for a class not be-
ing a good indicator for the true underlying probability. It would be
interesting to see why and to what degree the built in function for pre-
dicting probabilities that is simply looking at the proportions of tree
votes seems to be such a good approximation of underlying probabil-
ities. I have been unable to find any research papers or discussions on
the topic. Another perhaps more interesting topic to examine would
be if it is possible to modify a random forest model to incorporate how
secure a certain tree is in its prediction. One could for example simply
look at the average distribution that the particular split in the tree gave
during the training process. For example, a split that gave 50 of class
A and 0 of class B in one node and 50 of class B and 0 of class A in the
other node, will be a much more confident prediction than a terminal
split that gave a closer distribution.

5.5 Ethics and sustainability

There is no doubt that engineers across various disciplines need to con-
sider the ethical consequences of their work. In recent times there has
been a lot of discussion regarding the usage of machine learning and
big data. While there are a lot of positives to using machine learning to
enhance the customer experience, there are also negatives. Companies
need a lot of data on their customers to use for machine learning pur-
poses. The more popular the algorithms become, the more data com-
panies are going to want to collect - even if it is not actually required
for their core business. On the other hand, it does make for a smoother
customer journey, in the sense that the company already knows what
you want before you do. It could create the feeling that the customer
is being manipulated into a choice that the company wants, and this
might be extra sensitive when it comes to different payment methods
that naturally have different costs associated with them. However in
the grand scheme of things, in a world of countless predatory credit
firms, changing the order of payment methods according to what the
customer most likely wants does seem relatively harmless.
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Conclusion

Production SVM RF ANN Combination
Precision 73% 73% 73% 73% 73%
Recall 52% 55% 61% 62% 63.5%
Advantage +-0% +3% +9% +10% +11.5%

Three models outperformed the production results, the SVM, the ran-
dom forest and the neural network. Taking an average of the likeli-
hood from the random forest and the neural network gave better re-
sults than any of the individual models. Several attempts were made
to improve the ensemble model, but nothing proved more successful
than simply taking an average.
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